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Description
METHOD FOR MOVING RIGHTS OBJECT AND METHOD

FOR MANAGING RIGHTS OF ISSUING RIGHTS OBJECT AND

SYSTEM THEREOF

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to a Digital Rights Management (DRM), and more p ar

ticularly, to a method for moving a Rights Object (RO), a method for managing rights

of issuing an RO, and a system thereof.

Background Art
[2] Generally, a Digital Rights agent (DRM) is technique to protect a rights object (RO)

for digital contents and systematically manage it, and provides a protecting and

managing scheme for preventing an illegal copy of the contents, obtaining the RO,

creating/moving the contents, and consuming the RO and the contents. The DRM is

applied to various applications such as a media player, an audio player, or an image

viewer.

[3] FIG. 1 is a configuration view showing a DRM system in accordance with the related

art. As shown, the DRM system controls contents issued to a user by a content

provider to be consumed only in a right-limit of RO. The content provider is an entity

corresponding to a Contents Issuer (CI) or a Rights Issuer (RI).

[4] The CI issues contents protected by a specific encryption method (hereinafter, will be

referred to as DRM contents) so as to protect contents from a user having no access

right, and the RI issues a Rights Object (RO) necessary to consume the DRM contents.

[5] A DRM agent is mounted at a device thus to receive the DRM contents and ROs

from the CI or the RI, and controls consumption of the DRM contents by analyzing a

'License' contained in the RO, and by converting the DRM contents to contents that

can be consumed at a corresponding DRM Agent.

[6] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a state that a Rights Object (RO) is moved

between DRM Agents via an Right Issuer (RI).

[7] Referring to FIG. 2, a first DRM Agent may consume an RO issued from an RI by a

certain amount, and then transfer (move) the RO to a second DRM Agent via the RI.

The first DRM Agent requests the RI to move the RO to the second DRM Agent, and

transfers the RO to the RI (or deletes the RO). The RI responds to the request, and

transfers the RO to the second DRM Agent by using an RO Acquisition protocol with

the second DRM Agent.

[8] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram showing a state that an RO and a DRM content

that can be user by a DRM Agent is imported to the DRM Agent via a Local Rights



Manager (LRM).

[9] Referring to FIG. 3, a DRM content and an RO (or license) that have been protected

by an external DRM System, may be imported (changed) that can be used by a DRM

Agent, via a Local Rights Manager (LRM). The reason is because a DRM content and

an RO having been received from an external DRM system can not be used at a DRM

system having a different standard. Accordingly, a DRM content having been received

from a DRM system having a different standard is imported to the LRM. The Imported

RO may be transferred to a DRM Agent from the LRM. However, there is a technical

limitation in that the DRM Agent can not transfer the Imported RO to another DRM

Agent.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Solution
[10] Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method for moving a

Rights Object (RO or license) imported by a Local Rights Manager (LRM) to a second

DRM Agent from a first DRM Agent, and a method for managing rights of issuing

RO.

[11] To achieve these objects, there is provided a method for moving Rights Object (RO),

comprising: sending, by a First Entity, a Registration Request Message including first

information about moving of an RO, to a Second Entity; receiving, by the First Entity,

a Registration Response Message including second information about moving of an

RO, from the Second Entity; importing, by the First Entity, an RO and a DRM content

from digital contents received from an external system; and moving, by the First

Entity, the Imported RO to a DRM Agent.

[12] The method further comprises receiving, by the First Entity, a Trigger Message for a

protocol to be registered to the Second Entity, from the Second Entity.

[13] To achieve these objects, there is also provided a method for managing rights of

issuing Rights Object (RO), comprising: receiving, by a Second Entity, a Request

Message about moving of an RO created by a First Entity, from the First Entity;

checking, by the Second Entity, whether first information about moving of an RO has

been included in the Request Message; and when the Second Entity permits moving of

an RO, sending, by the Second Entity, a Response Message including second in

formation about moving of an RO, to the First Entity.

[14] Preferably, the method further comprises: checking, by the Second Entity, whether a

RequestToMoveRO parameter has been included in the Request Message; and storing,

by the Second Entity, an ID of the First Entity.

[15] Preferably, the method further comprises: receiving, by the Second Entity, from a

first DRM Agent a Request Message about moving of an RO to a second DRM Agent;



extracting, by the Second Entity, an ID of the First Entity included in the Request

Message; checking, by the Second Entity, whether the stored ID of the First Entity is

consistent with the extracted ID of the First Entity; when the two IDs of the First Entity

are consistent to each other, sending, by the Second Entity, the Response Message, to

the first DRM Agent; and moving, by the Second Entity, the RO to the second DRM

Agent.

[16] To achieve these objects, there is still also provided a method for moving an

imported Rights Object (RO), comprising: receiving, by a first DRM Agent, an RO

from a Local Rights Manager (LRM), wherein the RO is obtained from contents

imported by the LRM from an external system; sending, by the first DRM Agent, an

RO Moving Request Message, to an Rights Issuer (RI) so as to move the RO to the

second DRM Agent; and receiving, by the first DRM Agent, a Response Message

about the RO Moving Request Message, from the RI.

[17] The present invention has the following effects.

[18] Firstly, since a new protocol and information for moving an RO (element or

parameter) are defined between the RI and the LRM, an RO created by the LRM can

be safely moved between the first and second DRM Agents.

[19] Secondly, through the new protocol and information for moving an RO (element or

parameter), rights of issuing an RO imported by the LRM can be effectively managed.

[20] Thirdly, since the DRM Agent can move not only an RO issued from the RI, but also

an RO imported from an external DRM system, to other DRM Agent, a user's con

venience in using digital contents can be enhanced.

Brief Description of the Drawings
[21] FIG. 1 is a configuration view showing a Digital Rights Management (DRM) system

in accordance with the conventional art;

[22] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a state that a Rights Object (RO) is moved

between DRM Agents via a Right Issuer (RI);

[23] FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram showing a state that an RO and a DRM content

that can be user by a DRM Agent are imported to the DRM Agent via a Local Rights

Manager (LRM);

[24] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a method for moving an Imported RO according

to a first embodiment of the present invention; and

[25] FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing a method for moving an Imported RO according to a

first embodiment of the present invention.

Mode for the Invention
[26] Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present

invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.



[27] The present invention is applied to a Digital Rights Management (DRM) system.

However, the present invention is not limited to the DRM system, but may also be

applied to all communications systems and methods thereof to which the technical

scope of the present invention may be applied, and other copyrights related system and

method thereof.

[28] Various modifications and embodiments can be made in the present invention, and

reference will be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present invention,

examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. However, it should

also be understood that embodiments are not limited by any of the details of the

foregoing description, but rather should be construed broadly within its spirit and

scope and it is intended that the present invention cover modifications and variations of

this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended claims and their

equivalents.

[29] Though terms including ordinal numbers such as a first, a second, etc. may be used to

explain various components, the components are not limited to the terms. The terms

are used only for the purposed of distinguishing one component from another

component. For instance, a first component may be referred to as a second component,

or similarly, the second component may be referred to as the first component, without

departing from the scope of the present invention. A term 'and/or' is used to include a

combination of a plurality of disclosed items or one of the items.

[30] In case it is mentioned that a certain component is "connected" or "accessed" to

another component, it may be understood that the certain component is directly

connected or accessed to the another component or that a component is interposed

between the components. On the contrary, in case it is mentioned that a certain

component is "directly connected" or "directly accessed" to another component, it

should be understood that there is no component therebetween.

[31] Terms used in the present invention is to merely explain specific embodiments, thus

it is not meant to be limiting. A singular expression includes a plural expression except

that two expressions are contextually different from each other. In the present

invention, a term "include" or "have" is intended to indicate that characteristics,

figures, steps, operations, components, elements disclosed on the specification or com

binations thereof exist. Rather, the term "include" or "have" should be understood so

as not to pre-exclude existence of one or more other characteristics, figures, steps, op

erations, components, elements or combinations thereof or additional possibility.

[32] Except that they are not differently defined, all terms used in the present invention

including technical or scientific terms have the same meanings with terms that are

generally understood by those skilled in the art related to the field of the present

invention. The terms same as those of which are defined in a general dictionary should



be understood that the terms have meanings same as contextual meanings of the related

art. And, as long as the terms are not definitely defined in the present invention, the

terms are not interpreted as ideal or excessively formal meanings.

[33] Reference will now be given in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present

invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever

possible, the same reference numerals will be used through the drawings to refer to the

same or similar parts, and the same descriptions thereof are omitted.

[34] The basic concept of the present invention is that an RO created (imported) by a

Local Rights Manager (LRM) is transferred (moved) to a specific DRM Agent (for

convenience, a first DRM Agent), and then the Imported RO is transferred (moved) to

another DRM Agent (for convenience, a second DRM Agent) via a Rights Issuer (RI).

For this, (1) a new protocol (LRM_RI Registration Protocol) between the LRM and the

RI is defined, (2) newly added defined information (e.g., parameter) is used when the

LRM imports an RO, (3) when receiving a request of moving the RO from the first

DRM Agent, and when performing the LRM_RI Registration Protocol, the RI moves

the RO to the second DRM Agent based on stored information.

[35] In the present invention, a new protocol (LRM_RI Registration Protocol) is defined

between the LRM and the RI, and new information (parameter), a RequestToMoveRO,

an OkayToMoveRO, etc. are defined. The new protocol and the parameter will be

explained in more detail.

[36] Hereinafter, the terms used in the present invention will be explained.

[37] LRM is an entity that is responsible for aspect(s) of Import and it may also manage

an Imported-Content for a limited group of OMA DRM Agents. Also, the LRM is an

entity that manages an imported content (e.g., DRM content) for a specific group to

which DRM Agents belong. Here, the 'Import' has a meaning of converting Import-

Ready Data into OMA (P)DCFs and ROs.

[38] Certificate Authority (CA) is an entity that performs functions relating to certification

of entities, contents, etc.

[39] The ROs for DRM contents are divided into a Stateful RO and a Stateless RO. The

Stateless RO is an RO that a DRM Agent does not manage State Information. The

Stateful RO is an RO that a DRM Agent manages State Information so as to precisely

utilize a Permission and a Constraint inside the RO. The Constraint managed by the

State Information includes 'interval', 'count', 'timed-count', 'accumulated', etc. The

State Information indicates a usable amount of RO, and one State Information is

managed by one Stateful RO. The State Information may be managed in a manner of

'count', 'timed-count', etc., or in a manner of 'remaining count', 'remaining interval',

etc. State Information may be a set of values representing a current sate associated with

Rights. It is managed by the DRM Agent only when the Rights contain any of the



Stateful Constraints (e.g., interval, count, timed-count, accumulated, etc.).

[40] The DRM Agent (or device) indicates all types of devices that can perform technical

features of the present invention. That is, the DRM Agent of the present invention

receives an RO (RO imported by the LRM), and moves the Imported RO to another

DRM Agent via the RI. The DRM Agent includes all types of mobile communication

terminals (e.g., User Equipment(UE), portable terminal, mobile phone, DMB phone,

game phone, camera phone, smart phone, etc.), a notebook, a desktop computer,

Personal Digital Assistants (PDA), so-called white home appliances, etc. These

devices receive an RO imported by an LRM, transmit the Imported RO to another

DRM Agent via an RI, and receive the RO from the RI.

[41] The DRM Agent of the present invention may be configured as one component of a

device as a module that performs functions relating to management of digital contents,

e.g., software and hardware devices. Hereinafter, the terms of 'DRM Agent' and

'Device' will be considered to have the same meaning.

[42] Hereinafter, preferred embodiments of the present invention will be explained in

more detail with reference to the attached drawings. The same reference numerals will

be given to the same parts or corresponding parts, and their detailed explanations will

be omitted.

[43] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a method for moving an Imported RO according

to a first embodiment of the present invention.

[44] As shown in FIG. 4, the system comprises a Certificate Authority (CA) 100, a Rights

Issuer (RI) 200, a Local Rights Manager (LRM) 300, a first DRM Agent 400 (or first

device), and a second DRM Agent 500. The CA 100 provides a certificate to the RI

200, the LRM 300, the first DRM 400, and the second DRM 500. Here, the certificate

of the CA serves as a common root certificate. For instance, processes to issue a cer

tificate by the CA 100 are based on a well-known X .509 based-process, and its detailed

explanation will be omitted.

[45] Referring to FIG. 4, a newly defined protocol between the RI 200 and the LRM 300

(e.g., LRM_RI Registration Protocol) serves as a signaling between the RI 200 and the

LRM 300 so that an RO created by the LRM 300 can be moved, by the first DRM

Agent 400, to the second DRM Agent 500 via the RI 200 (SlO).

[46] Then, the LRM 300 imports the RO received by the LRM 300 from an external

system (or DRM Agent) (S20). Here, the Imported RO is an RO created and issued by

the LRM 300 by matching an RO of another standard format with a standard format of

the present invention. The Imported RO is defined so as to be distinguished from the

RO received by the LRM 300 from an external system.

[47] The LRM 300 moves an Imported RO to the first DRM Agent 400 through an

LRM_Agent_RO Moving Protocol (S30). Once the first DRM Agent 400 requests the



RI 200 of moving the Imported RO to the second DRM Agent 500, by performing an

ROAP_RO Moving Protocol (S40), the Imported RO is moved to the second DRM

Agent 500 from the RI 200 (S50).

[48] FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing a method for moving an Imported RO according to a

first embodiment of the present invention, which explained FIG. 4 in more detail.

[49] FIG. 5 shows a method for requesting, by the RI 200, an Imported RO (RO created

from the LRM 300) from the first DRM Agent, and then moving to the second DRM

Agent. The method comprises: registering, by the LRM 300, to the RI 200 through an

LRM_RI_Registration Protocol (SlO); importing, by the LRM 300, an RO received (or

acquired) from another DRM system (S20); moving, by the LRM 300, the Imported

RO, to the first DRM Agent 400 through an LRM_Agent RO Protocol (S30); moving,

by the first DRM Agent 400, the Imported RO and State Information, to the RI 200

through a ROAP_RO Moving Protocol (S40); and issuing the RO by using an RO A c

quisition Protocol (e.g., the conventional 1-pass or 2-pass RO Acquisition Protocol, or

3-pass Confirmed RO Acquisition Protocol). These steps SlO to S50 will be explained

in more detail.

[50] The LRM 300 requests the RI 200 of registering, through an LRM_RI_Registration

Protocol (SlO).

[51] Here, specific information (or parameter or element) is exchanged between the LRM

300 and the RI 200, so that an Imported RO (RO to be created by the LRM 300 in step

S20) can be moved between the DRM Agents via the RI 200.

[52] The LRM_RI_Registration Protocol of step SlO will be explained in more detail.

[53] The RI 200 may send a Trigger Message to the LRM 300 by using a technique such

as WAP Push (Sl 1). The Trigger Message includes at least one of an RI ID, an RI

URL, an LRM ID, and the kind of a message to be sent by the LRM. The kind of a

message to be sent by the LRM is a Registration Request Message (corresponding to

step S12). The Trigger Message in step SIl corresponds to an option. That is, the

subsequent steps (S12 and S13) may be executed without the step SIl.

[54] The LRM 300 receives the Trigger Message, then, accesses the RI 200 by using a

URL of the RI included in the Trigger Message, and sends a Registration Request

Message (LRM_RIRegistrationRequest in FIG. 5) (S 12). Here, the LRM 300 may send

the Registration Request Message by obtaining its user's (e.g., the first DRM Agent's

user's) consent, e.g., by displaying, on a display of the DRM Agent, whether to agree

or not. However, without the step SIl, the LRM 300 may send the Registration

Request Message by accessing the RI 200 (S 12). Here, the LRM 300 may send the

Registration Request Message to the RI 200 by using a predefined (e.g., preset at the

time of being shipped from factory) URL of the RI 200. The Registration Request

Message in step S12 includes at least one of an LRM ID, an RI ID, a message sending



time (time when the Registration Request Message was transmitted), a signature for

the entire Registration Request Message, etc. The Registration Request Message may

further include a certificate of the LRM 300, and/or a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter

(or 'NeedMoveService' element. Here, the 'RequestToMoveRO ' parameter cor

responds to a request that an Imported RO (created by the LRM 300) be later moved

via the RI 200. The 'NeedMoveService' element, if present, is used by the LRM to

indicate to the RI that the LRM needs the RI provides Move service for the ROs

created by the LRM, so that the ROs created by the LRM can be Moved via the RI to

other Devices.

[55] The RI 200 processes the Registration Request Message, and sends a Registration

Response Message (LRM_RIRegistrationResponse in FIG. 5) to the LRM 300 (S13).

A method for processing the Registration Request Message by the RI 200 in step S13

will be explained in more detail.

[56] Firstly, the RI 200 checks a signature of the received Registration Request Message.

If the Registration Request Message includes a certificate (LRM Cert) therein, the RI

200 checks that the LRM 300 has been certified by its trustful certificate Authority.

Then, the RI 200 checks whether to revoke the LRM Cert or not, via a CRL or an

OCSP provided from the Certificate Authority (not shown in FIG. 5). Then, the RI 200

checks whether a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter is included in the Registration

Request Message. According to whether or not a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter is

included in the Registration Request Message, the RI 200 can check whether an RO to

be created (or having been created) by the LRM 300, i.e., an RO to be imported in step

S20, can be later moved via the RI 200. The check is based on a contract between the

LRM 300 and a manufacturing company, or a contract between the LRM 300 and a

user, or policies of a Content Provider that operates the RI 200. When the RI 200

allows the LRM 300 to provide a service to move an RO ('MoveRO' service), the RI

200 stores an ID of the LRM 300 in a storage unit thereof. Here, the ID of the LRM

300 is used, when the first DRM Agent 400 requests the RI 200 of moving an RO to

the second DRM Agent 500, so as to check whether the requested RO can be moved

(S40 in FIG. 5).

[57] Secondly, the RI 200 makes a Registration Response Message, and sends it to the

LRM 300. Here, the Registration Response Message includes at least one of in

formation (status information) indicating whether the Registration Request Message

has succeeded or failed, an RI ID, an LRM ID, and a signature for an entire message.

When the Registration Request Message received by the RI 200 has failed (e.g., when

the RI 200 can not process the Registration Request Message, or a certification has

failed, etc.), the Registration Response Message may further include failure reasons.

The Registration Response Message may include an 'Okay ToMo veRO' parameter



(information or element). The 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter includes information in

dicating a result of a check for a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter included in the Reg

istration Request Message. That is, the 'OkayToMoveRO' (or 'ProvideMoveService')

parameter is used by the RI to indicate to the LRM 300 whether the RI 200 will

provide Move service for the ROs that the LRM 300 creates.

[58] The 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter(element) may be used in various ways. If the

'OkayToMoveRO' element is present in rsplnfo element in LRM-

RIRegistrationResponse (i.e., Registration Response Message of S13), the LRM 300

may indicate within all the Imported-Rights-Objects that the LRM 300 creates that this

particular RI 200 is eligible to move the RO. On the contrary, If the 'OkayToMoveRO'

element is not present in rsplnfo element in LRM-RIRegistrationResponse (i.e., Reg

istration Response Message of S13), the LRM 200 shall not indicate within any

Imported-RO that the LRM 200 creates that this particular RI 200 is eligible to move

the Rights. Alternatively, the 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter may include State In

formation into the Registration Response Message. Here, the State Information

indicates whether an RO created by the LRM 300 (Imported RO) can be moved

between the DRM Agents. For instance, when the Status Information is set as

'success', it indicates that the 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter is included in the Reg

istration Response Message. On the contrary, when the Status Information is set as

'failure', it indicates that the 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter is not included in the Reg

istration Response Message. The RI 200 makes a Registration Response Message

including information for an LRM_RI Registration Protocol with the LRM 300, and

sends it to the LRM 300.

[59] The Trigger Message in Sl 1 may correspond to an option. When sending the Reg

istration Request Message without the Trigger Message, the LRM 300 may send the

Registration Request Message to the RI 200 by using a predefined (e.g., preset at the

time of being shipped from the factory) URL of the RI 200.

[60] Hereinafter, the steps S20 and S30 will be explained in more detail.

[61] Firstly, the LRM 300 imports a content from another DRM system (S20). As a result,

an Imported RO and a DRM content are created. If the LRM 300 is permitted, by the

RI 200, to move the created RO via the RI 200, information for later moving an RO via

the RI 200 ('RO moving information') is included in the RO (RO created by the

LRM). Here, the 'RO moving information' includes at least one of an RI ID, an RI

URL, and an LRM ID. The LRM 300 calculates a signature of the RO, and inserts it

into the RO. That is, the RO (Imported RO) includes 'RO moving information' in

dicating that the RO can be moved to another DRM Agent (e.g., second DRM Agent)

via the RI 200, a signature, an LRM ID, etc. The LRM ID is displayed inside the RO.

[62] The LRM 300 moves the RO created in the step S20 (Imported RO) to the first DRM



Agent through an LRM_Agent RO Protocol (S30).

[63] Hereinafter, steps S40 and S50 will be explained.

[64] If a user of the first DRM Agent 400 is to move an RO created by the LRM 300 in

step S20 (Imported RO) to the second DRM Agent 500, the first DRM Agent 400

sends the Imported RO (RO received from the LRM 300) to the RI 200 by using a

ROAP_Rights Moving Protocol with the RI 200 (S40). Here, when the RO is a Stateful

RO, State Information of the RO may be additionally sent.

[65] More concretely, the first DRAM Agent 400 sends an 'RO Moving Request

Message' to the RI 200 (S41). Here, the 'RO Moving Request Message' is 'RO

moving information', and includes at least one of an ID of the first DRM Agent 400,

an ID of the RI 200, a message sending time (time when the 'RO Moving Request

Message' was transmitted), and an RO signed by the LRM (Imported RO received

from the LRM). If the RO is a Stateful RO, State Information of the RO is further

included in the 'RO Moving Request Message'. The RO Moving Request Message

may further include an MAC or a signature.

[66] The RI 200 processes the RO Moving Request Message in step S41. More

concretely, the RI 200 checks a signature of the RO received from the LRM 300, that

is, checks whether the LRM 300 that signed the RO has been permitted, by the RI 200

through an LRM_RI_Registration Protocol (SlO), to move the RO. Here, the check by

the RI 200 is performed by using an LRM ID inside the RO. That is, the RI 200

compares an LRM ID stored when processing the Registration Request Message of

S12, with an LRM ID inside the RO of S41. If the two LRM IDs are consistent to each

other, the RI 200 determines that moving the RO is permitted.

[67] The RI 200 creates an RO Moving Response Message, and sends it to the first DRM

Agent 400 (S42). Here, the RO Moving Response Message includes at least one

specific information, such as information indicating whether moving the RO of S41

has succeeded or failed, an ID of the RI 200, and an ID of the first DRAM Agent 400.

Here, the information indicating whether moving the RO of S41 has succeeded or

failed, is information indicating whether moving the RO is permitted as a result of

comparing the two LRM IDs with each other. For instance, if the LRM IDs are

consistent to each other (a successful check result), the information indicating whether

moving the RO has succeeded or failed is set to include information indicating that

moving the RO is permitted (Status=Success). On the contrary, if the LRM IDs are not

consistent to each other (an unsuccessful check result), the information indicating

whether moving the RO has succeeded or failed is set to include information indicating

that moving the RO is not permitted (Status=Failure), or information indicating that an

error is included in the RO Moving Request Message. The RO Response Message may

further include an MAC (MAC with respect to the entire RO Response Message) and/



or a signature.

[68] The first DRM Agent 400 receives the RO Moving Response Message from the RI

200, and checks whether an MAC or a signature is included in the received RO

Moving Response Message (S42). If the RO Moving Response Message includes in

formation indicating that moving the RO has failed, the first DRM Agent 400 may

inform to its user through an output device (e.g., display or speaker, etc. of the first

DRM Agent).

[69] If the RO Moving Response Message includes information indicating that moving

the RO has succeeded, the RI 200 issues an RO to the second DRM Agent 500 by

using an RO Acquisition Protocol (S50). The RO Acquisition Protocol may be the con

ventional 1-pass or 2-pass RO Acquisition Protocol, or 3-pass Confirmed RO A c

quisition Protocol. The RO Acquisition Protocol of the step S50 corresponds to the

conventional art, so that its detailed explanation will be substituted by the 'OMA DRM

2.1 DRM Specification'.

[70] Hereinafter, configurations and functions of the LRM 300 according to the present

invention will be explained.

[71] The LRM 300 may create an RO imported from a content having been received by

itself from an external system, so as to be movable between DRM Agents. For this, the

LRM 300 requests the RI 200 of moving an RO by using an LRM_RI Registration

Protocol, and receives a response from the RI 200. Here, the LRM 300 may request the

RI 200 of moving an RO by including a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter in the Reg

istration Request Message, so that an Imported RO can be movable between DRM

Agents via the RI 200 (refer to S12 in FIG. 5). Then, the LRM 300 may check whether

an 'OkayToMoveRO' parameter (status information) is included in the Registration

Response Message, and check whether the RI 200 has permitted the RO imported by

the LRM 300 to be moveable between DRM Agents (refer to S12 in FIG. 5). If the RI

has permitted the RO to be moveable, the LRM 300 creates an RO from a content

received from an external system, by including its ID (LRM ID) in the RO. The

operation and functions of the LRM may be executed by a processor (or controller) of

the LRM 300.

[72] Here, the processor of the LRM 300 may be implemented by software, or hardware,

or a module having a software, etc. Explanations for the operation of the LRM 300 will

be substituted by those aforementioned in FIGS. 4 and 5.

[73] Hereinafter, the configurations and functions of the RI 200 of the present invention

will be explained.

[74] The RI 200 may manage rights of issuing RO imported by the LRM 300. That is,

when the LRM 300 requests a moving of an RO, the RI, 200 may permit or reject a

moving of an RO with consideration of system conditions and user's policies (refer to



SlO in FIG. 5). That is, the RI 200 may check a 'ReqeustToMoveRO' parameter

included in the Registration Request Message sent from the LRM 300, and permit the

request about moving an RO between DRM Agents via the RI 200, by including an

'OkayToMoveRO' parameter in a Registration Response Message. The RI 200 stores

an LRM ID in a storage unit thereof. Then, when receiving, from the first DRM Agent,

a request about moving an RO (imported by the LRM) to the second DRM Agent, the

RI 200 extracts an LRM ID from the RO. Then, the RI 200 compares the extracted

LRM ID with the LRM ID stored therein. If the two LRM IDs are consistent to each

other, it is determined that the RI 200 has permitted the LRM 300 to move the RO. A c

cordingly, the RI 200 moves the RO to the second DRM Agent requested by the first

DRM Agent. The operation and functions of the RI 200 may be executed by a

processor (or controller) of the RI 200. Here, the processor of the RI 200 may be im

plemented by software, or hardware, or a module having a software, etc. Explanations

for the operation of the RI 200 will be substituted by those aforementioned in FIGS. 4

and 5.

[75] It will also be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

variations can be made in the present invention without departing from the spirit or

scope of the invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover modi

fications and variations of this invention provided they come within the scope of the

appended claims and their equivalents.



Claims
[1] A method for moving Rights Object (RO), comprising:

sending, by a First Entity, a Registration Request Message including first in

formation about moving of an RO, to a Second Entity;

receiving, by the First Entity, a Registration Response Message including second

information about moving of an RO, from the Second Entity;

importing, by the First Entity, an RO and a DRM content from digital contents

received from an external system; and

moving, by the First Entity, the Imported RO to a DRM Agent.

[2] The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving, by the First Entity, a Trigger Message for a protocol to be registered to

the Second Entity, from the Second Entity.

[3] The method of claim 1, wherein the RO comprises an ID of the First Entity.

[4] The method of claim 1, wherein the First Entity is a Local Rights Manager

(LRM), and the Second Entity is a Rights Issuer (RI).

[5] The method of claim 2, wherein the Trigger Message comprises at least one of an

RI ID, an RI URL, an LRM ID, and information indicating the kind of an LRM

message.

[6] The method of claim 1, wherein the first information comprises at least one of a

'RequestToMoveRO', an RI ID, an LRM ID, a signature, a message sending

time, and an LRM Cert.

[7] The method of claim 6, wherein the 'RequestToMoveRO' is a parameter

including request information, by the First Entity, about moving an Imported RO

between DRM Agents via the Second Entity.

[8] The method of claim 1, wherein the second information comprises at least one of

an 'OkayToMoveRO', an RI ID, an LRM ID, a signature, a message sending

time, and an LRM Cert.

[9] The method of claim 8, wherein the 'OkayToMoveRO' is a parameter including

information indicating that an RO created by the First Entity is permitted to be

moveable between DRM Agents via the Second Entity.

[10] A method for managing rights of issuing Rights Object (RO), comprising:

receiving, by a Second Entity, a Request Message about moving of an RO

created by a First Entity, from the First Entity;

checking, by the Second Entity, whether first information about moving of an

RO has been included in the Request Message; and

when the Second Entity permits moving of an RO, sending, by the Second

Entity, a Response Message including second information about moving of an



RO, to the First Entity.

[11] The method of claim 10, wherein the First Entity is a Local Rights Manager

(LRM), and the Second Entity is a Rights Issuer (RI).

[12] The method of claim 10, wherein the first information comprises at least one of

an LRM ID, a 'RequestToMoveRO', an RI ID, a signature, a message sending

time, and an LRM Cert.

[13] The method of claim 12, further comprising:

checking, by the Second Entity, whether a 'RequestToMoveRO' parameter has

been included in the Request Message; and

storing, by the Second Entity, an ID of the First Entity.

[14] The method of claim 12, wherein the 'RequestToMoveRO' is a parameter

including request information, by the First Entity, about moving an Imported RO

between DRM Agents via the Second Entity.

[15] The method of claim 10, wherein the second information comprises at least one

of an 'OkayToMoveRO', an RI ID, an LRM ID, a signature, a message sending

time, and an LRM Cert.

[16] The method of claim 15, wherein the 'OkayToMoveRO' is a parameter including

information indicating that an RO created by the First Entity is permitted to be

moveable between DRM Agents via the Second Entity.

[17] The method of claim 16, wherein the RO created by the First Entity comprises an

ID of the First Entity.

[18] 18. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

receiving, by the Second Entity, a Request Message about moving of an RO to a

second DRM Agent,, from a first DRM Agent;

extracting, by the Second Entity, an ID of the First Entity included in the Request

Message;

checking, by the Second Entity, whether the stored ID of the First Entity is

consistent with the extracted ID of the First Entity;

when the two IDs of the First Entity are consistent to each other, sending, by the

Second Entity, the Response Message to the first DRM Agent; and

moving, by the Second Entity, the RO to the second DRM Agent.

[19] A method for moving an imported Rights Object (RO), comprising:

receiving, by a first DRM Agent, an RO from a Local Rights Manager (LRM),

wherein the RO is imported from contents which the LRM has been received by

from an external system;

sending, by the first DRM Agent, an RO Moving Request Message, to an Rights

Issuer (RI) so as to move the RO to the second DRM Agent; and

receiving, by the first DRM Agent, a Response Message about the RO Moving



Request Message, from the RI.

[20] The method of claim 19, wherein the Request Message about moving an RO

comprises at least one of an ID of the second DRM Agent, an RI ID, a message

sending time, and an RO signed by the LRM, and

wherein the Request Message about moving an RO further comprises State In

formation when the RO is Stateful.
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